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ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES
Contact the Sales Team
Tel: 032 946 3187
E-mail: digisales@fabmags.co.za
Next Newsletter: April 2020

Disclaimer: This digi-mag is produced especially for residents in Glen Erasmia Estate to provide updates and useful information. It is produced by GLOVent Media & Fab Creative, on
behalf of the homeowners’ association (HOA) of Glen Erasmia Estate. Although every effort is taken to ensure accuracy of content, the HOA and/or the publisher, cannot be held liable
for any inaccurate information, and may not agree with all opinions expressed in this publication.

Dear residents,
Who would have thought that January 2020 is
already behind us? Time sure flies! With all the
beautiful rain we have had the past few weeks, the
Boulevard is covered in a carpet of green and is it a
pleasure to take a walk through the Estate.

“Rest is not idleness, and to lie sometimes on the
grass under trees on a summer’s day, listening to
the murmur of the water, or watching
the clouds float across the sky, is by
no means a waste of time.”

One of these days it will be Valentine’s Day again,
and the Boulevard has already gone through a
transformation to suit the month of love.

Reagrds,

With the summer in our midst, it reminds me of the
following quote by John Lubbock:

Greta Bezuidenhout
Estate Manager
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SECURITY MEETINGS

Board Meeting Date

Valentine’s Function

(WEEKLY)

When: Tuesdays
Where: Estate Office
Time: 17:00

(MONTHLY)
(WEEKLY)
Monday, March 2nd

When: Sunday, February 16th
Where: Main Boulevard
Time: 12:00 - 14:00
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Please take note that refuse removal is on a
Monday. If Mondays happen to fall on a Public
Holiday, the refuse will still be removed by
Ekurhuleni.
DATES:
February - 3rd, 10th, 17th and 24th
March - 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd and 30th
NB: REFUSE TO BE PUT OUT ON THE MORNING OF
COLLECTION AND NOT THE EVENING BEFORE.

Recycling

LEVIES: R 1,425-00 per month. Account enquiries can be
directed to martin@mcadmin.co.za or phone MC admin
at 011 394 9625 | The CSOS fee is R18-50

The Estate has managed to find someone to
remove all plastic recycling items. The person to be
contacted in this regard is Charmaine
072 473 7279. Plastic is removed from residents’
homes every Wednesday. This is an arrangement
between the resident and the company and the
Estate Office is not involved. When disposing of
items, we request residents to put the items into
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the bins and not next to the recycle bins.

We would like to congratulate all of our matriculants from the class of
2019 on their excellent results.

Well done all of you!
In particular, we would like to congratulate Wahldo Warden on his five
distinctions received.
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Resident info

Click On
/ Access
Control
During the month of
February 2020, the
Estate will upgrade
to a Biometrics
system for access
control.
Those who would
like to keep their
access cards, due
to fingerprints not
being available, will
be able to keep their
cards as a means of
access.

Communication
detail
Residents are requested to please
update their current details for
proper communication at the
Estate’s office. This includes email
addresses and cell phone numbers.
If someone is not in your
employment anymore, please
inform the Estate Office.
A warm welcome to ALL of the new
residents in the estate. We hope
that your stay here will be a pleasant
one.

Security

The past festive season went
off well without any incidents.

Homeowners

You’re not letting us know
who is moving into your
house! It’s potentially
dangerous from a security
viewpoint and embarrassing
when we have no clue that
a new resident is moving in.
Very simply, we need a visit to
the office and a copy of the
lease and, for those of you
who haven’t provided either/
or, we’d love to see you.
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Using the Boulevard
We are reminding all residents of the following
rule in regards to Streets and Traffic Rules:
2.14.4 The use of any motorised vehicle
(battery or petrol), motorbikes or pedal toy cars
is strictly forbidden.
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RULES TO REMEMBER FOR THE FESTIVE SEASON cont.

PETS

Aesthetics

We are fielding an increasing number of complaints about
cats and dogs, or rather owners who are not taking any
control of their pets. If you walk your dog, it must be on a
leash.

The aesthetics of each property, as visible from the street side,
has been reviewed again. Some residents will receive letters on
maintenance requests for their properties.
Please be aware of the following rules in this regard:

Roaming pets is causing a certain amount of disquiet and
we request everyone’s co-operation in this regard. Please
be aware that it is the owner’s responsibility to remove
any excrement that is left by their dog on the Boulevard or
someone else’s lawn.

2.1.2 All buildings and walls shall be kept neat and tidy and
aesthetically pleasing at all times. Owners who fail to comply
with any of these obligations shall receive a notice in respect
thereof and after ninety (90) days of non-compliance, a penalty
shall be levied on the home owner.

IF YOU LOVE THEM – CARE FOR THEM!
The estate has no proper facilities to keep stray pets for an
unlimited time, and it is NOT the duty of security to chase
pets, find owner, etc., as the primary responsibility of security
is access control and the safe keeping of residents.

2.1.3 All gardens shall be kept neat and tidy and aesthetically
pleasing at all times. Owners who fail to comply with any of
these obligations shall receive a notice in respect thereof and
after fourteen (14) days of non-compliance, the Glen Erasmia
Board of Directors shall be entitled to execute such obligations
and claim the costs thereof, from the owner.
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RULES TO REMEMBER FOR THE FESTIVE SEASON cont.

Speeding in the Estate
We encourage residents that observe transgressions to report such
to the Estate Office in writing: noting the date, time and particulars of
the vehicle, etc. Should the CCTV system be in a position to determine
the validity of the reported transgression, the requisite sanction will be
applied.
All residents are reminded that any visitor using the roads within the
Estate are subject to the same rules and sanction as the resident her/
himself. Should a visitor be observed transgressing, the resident to
whom the visitor is travelling will be sanctioned.
To reiterate, safety is the primary concern of the Board, and the same
should apply to every resident or road user within the Estate. Whilst
the Estate Management is unable to ‘police’ the road network, we will
endeavour through the means noted above to manage the situation.

Our annual Valentine’s Function will be held on Sunday, 16th February 2020 from
12:00 - 14:00 at the Main Boulevard. Bring your picnic basket, Sunday lunch or braai,
blanket, umbrella, chairs, etc. and come enjoy your lunch with fellow residents in the
Boulevard with beautiful music from Saxophonist, Rike Coetzer.

In 2001, Rike was a semi-finalist for the Crescendo Music Competition for one of her own
compositions. In 2002, she joined the Cape Town band “Southern Glow”, and performed in the
famous “Jazz Bar” at the Hilton Abu Dhabi in the UAE for two years. She also performed with the
band “The Worx” at the Royal Mirage Hotel in Dubai. Currently, she is a favourite for functions. Her
repertoire ranges from classical music to light jazz and contemporary music. The unique blend of
saxophone is a highly entertaining feature to any function.
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February Flower of the Month

Violets

Violets symbolise modesty. According to Greek mythology,
violets were created when one of Artemis’ nymphs, who had all
sworn to stay maidens, was being pursued by her twin brother,
Apollo. To protect her nymph, Artemis transformed her into
a violet, which in turn led the violet to become a symbol of
modesty.
The violet also has roots in Christianity and represents the
modesty of the Virgin Mary. The violet also represents spiritual
wisdom, faithfulness and humility which are meanings that can
be seen depicted in religious works of art.
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“Many a small
thing has been
made large by the
right kind
of advertising.”
-Mark Twain

FREELANCE
SALES
Are You

EXCELLENT AT SALES?
Do You

LOVE WORKING
FROM HOME?
Do You

NEED EXTRA INCOME?

CONTACT US FOR A FULL LIST OF ESTATES AND RATE CARDS - 032 946 3187 I digisales@fabmags.co.za

If you answered yes to any of the
above then you could be the sales
guru we’ve been looking for!
Please email
digisales@fabmags.co.za or
lorinda@fabmags.co.za
for further info

For keeping the trees growing strong, steady and enjoying them - we are proud
of this as that makes
Glen Erasmia Boulevard such a beautiful place to live in…
For always putting garbage out on the collection days…
For always keeping your pet dog safely behind locked gates…
For being sensitive about the continuous barking of dogs...
For maintaining gardens, making it aesthetically pleasing at all times…
For keeping the Boulevard tidy and not throwing rubbish around…
For driving slowly, taking the children and pedestrians into consideration…
Thank you for treating the guards with respect and motivating them to deliver
better and friendly service to all…
To all residents that pay their levies on time: thank you very much as this
maintains the Estate…
To be part of our big family is to take each other into consideration at all times…

